1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Brain volume and tooth size, particularly those aspects concerning the dimensions of the postcanine dentition, have long been thought as crucial for hominin evolution \[[@B1]--[@B7]\]. It is widely accepted that, despite outstanding exceptions (e.g., *Homo floresiensis*), brain volume increased and postcanine tooth size decreased through the evolution of *Homo*. This negative correlation over time is particularly evident when the earliest members of the genus (i.e., *H. habilis* and *H. rudolfensis*) are compared with the geologically youngest species (i.e., *H. neanderthalensis* and *H. sapiens*), as the former have larger postcanine teeth and smaller brains, which allows describing a cladogenetic trend for the genus *Homo* \[[@B2]--[@B4], [@B7]--[@B9]\]. However, this trend is not observed among the species of australopiths, which showed small variations in tooth size and brain volume. Around 2.5 million years ago, two hominin lineages representing different adaptive strategies and showing a different relationship between tooth size and brain volume emerged: *Homo* and *Paranthropus*. Although postcanine tooth area differed substantially between the gracile and robust australopiths, with some species of *Paranthropus* showing a noticeable increase in tooth size (a phenomenon known as megadontia), this genus did not evidence a significant increase in brain mass or body size compared to *Australopithecus.* Therefore, during the course of hominin evolution different lineages changed independently in body size, tooth dimensions, and brain mass compared to an *Australopithecus*-like ancestor. For this reason, in spite of the existence of opposite trends for brain volume and postcanine tooth size in *Homo,*it seems that such inverse relationship would not probably hold statistically if all hominin taxa are considered jointly. This would mean that the coupled reduction of postcanine tooth size and brain expansion characteristic of the lineage that led to *H. sapiens* cannot be generalized to all hominins.

Brain volume has a direct reflection in cognitive abilities \[[@B10]--[@B12]\] and there is a well-known link between brain size and metabolic expenditure \[[@B1], [@B13]--[@B16]\]. For this reason, ecophysiological adaptations have long been proposed for explaining differences in brain size among primate species \[[@B17]--[@B19]\] and a number of researchers have suggested compensatory mechanisms for trading-off the high metabolic costs derived from an increase in encephalization, including changes in dietary quality and body composition \[[@B1], [@B8], [@B20]--[@B30]\].

Evolutionary changes in the dietary preferences of extinct hominins have been inferred from changes in the dimensions of the postcanine dentition, as cheek teeth are involved in food processing in the mouth. For this reason, the marked differences in tooth size between the robust australopithecines and both *Homo* and *Australopithecus africanus* were interpreted by Robinson as indicative of distinct adaptive strategies \[[@B31]\]. Robinson\'s "dietary hypothesis" considered the megadont teeth and enlarged areas of insertion for the temporalis and masseter muscles of *Paranthropus* as adaptations for a specialized diet consisting of hard and/or low-quality foodstuffs, whereas the craniodental architecture of *Australopithecus* was interpreted as evidencing more "generalist" (i.e., omnivorous) dietary habits. This enormously influential hypothesis has been supported by a number of studies of craniofacial functional morphology (e.g., see \[[@B32]\]) and also by patterns of dental microwear and carbon-isotopes ratios in tooth enamel (e.g., see \[[@B33], [@B34]\]). As a consequence, the presence of large cheek teeth uses to be interpreted as indicating the predominance of low-quality foodstuffs in both the living primates \[[@B35]--[@B39]\] and the extinct hominins \[[@B8], [@B31], [@B33], [@B40]--[@B42]\]. However, the statistical significance of the relationship between postcanine tooth size and a more direct estimate of dietary quality has not been adequately tested in primates. In addition, it has been proposed that postcanine tooth size reduction should not be envisioned as a process resulting exclusively from an increase in dietary quality, because it is related in nonhuman primates to a number of factors (e.g., toughness, hardness, and other physical properties of foodstuffs) \[[@B43], [@B44]\] and with changes in dietary preferences in the case of the extinct hominins \[[@B45]\], including the advent of advanced food processing techniques in *Homo erectus*, which resulted in a reduction of feeding time and a higher caloric intake \[[@B46]\].

This relationship is particularly important, because dietary changes (and, more specifically, an increase in dietary quality) could be involved in the negative correlation between the development of postcanine teeth and neurocranium volume. From the publication of the influential "expensive-tissue hypothesis" by Aiello and Wheeler \[[@B1]\], many studies have focused on searching for a direct relationship between brain size and dietary quality in primates \[[@B23]--[@B29], [@B47], [@B48]\]. However, no attempt for estimating the statistical relationship between postcanine tooth size and dietary quality has been carried out. In addition, it is not unreasonable to conceive a feedback between molarization and encephalization in hominins, because the presence of well-developed chewing teeth would be less necessary as long as larger brains would enhance extraoral processing (e.g., by tool makingand fire use) of foodstuffs that would otherwise be biomechanically unavailable \[[@B44], [@B46], [@B49]\]. This probably allowed early *Homo* to use a novel ecological niche, not exploited before by other primates and the australopiths, which involved the consumption of ungulate carcasses obtained through scavenging \[[@B50], [@B51]\]. Such dietary change opened up a new source of selective pressures for brain enlargement, favoring an increase in sociability, group size, and home range, which prompted the colonization of regions further from the equator, including the first human dispersal in Eurasia \[[@B50]--[@B53]\]. Under these circumstances, to invest metabolic energy in synthesizing unnecessary large teeth would have been penalized by natural selection.

However, larger primates tend to have larger brains and larger teeth than do smaller bodied ones. For this reason, and given the trend to body size increase in the course of hominin evolution, it is necessary to rule out that the negative correlation between molarization and encephalization of *Homo* merely emerges as an indirect consequence of the difference in scaling exponents for cheek-tooth area and brain volume on a third variable, body mass. As pointed out by Pilbeam and Gould \[[@B5]\], a relationship cannot be judged as adaptive until the changes in shape that result from size variations (i.e., allometric effects) are separated from those that reflect a specific adaptation.

It is well known that brain mass and postcanine tooth size follow specific allometric relationships with body mass, which depend on the taxonomic groupings analyzed (see reviews in \[[@B54]\] for brain mass and \[[@B55]\] for postcanine tooth size, resp.). For this reason, it is also important to control for phylogeny in the study of the relationships of molarization with dietary quality and with encephalization, in order to evaluate how these relationships scale in the taxonomic groupings considered and, thus, to estimate the extent to which such relationships are phylogenetically independent.

Consequently, this paper has two main goals: (1) to study in a sample of living primate species if there is a statistically significant, intertaxa allometric relationship between postcanine tooth size and dietary quality, as it has long been presumed that those species with poor-quality diets would require larger postcanine teeth and *vice versa*, and (2) to analyze the nature of the intertaxa allometric relationship between molarization and encephalization, evaluating if it emerges from the independent relationships of brain size and postcanine tooth size with body mass and also from phylogeny in the case of nonhuman primates.

2. Materials and Methods {#sec2}
========================

In order to evaluate in a comparative context the evolutionary trend for brain volume and postcanine tooth size, 56 living primate species (Table S1) and 17 taxa of australopiths and *Homo* (Table S2) were studied. All data were collected from the literature (for further information, see Tables S1 and S2). The relationship was tested at different taxonomic groupings: all primates (including fossil hominins), nonhuman primates (excluding fossil hominins), prosimians, anthropoids, platyrrhines, catarrhines, cercopithecoids, hominoids, hominins, and *Homo*. In these comparisons, extinct hominins were not included within anthropoids, catarrhines, or hominoids. In the same way, *H. floresiensis* was excluded from some statistical analyses because this species represents a special case: it has disproportionally large teeth for its body size, as in the case of extant pygmies \[[@B56]\], and its brain is smaller than expected, as happens in insular dwarfs \[[@B57]\].

The variables used include the upper postcanine tooth area (PCTA, in mm^2^), estimated as the cumulative occlusal areas of P^4^, M^1^, and M^2^; brain mass (BrM, in g); body mass (BM, in kg); and dietary quality (DQ) (for additional details and bibliographic sources, see Tables S1 and S2). The last variable was defined as follows:$$\begin{matrix}
{\text{DQ} = 1\alpha + 2\beta + 3.5\gamma,} \\
\end{matrix}$$ where *α* is the percentage of leaves and structural parts of plants in the diet, *β* is the percentage of fruit and reproductive parts of plants (including nuts and seeds), and *γ* is the percentage of animal items (for more details, see SI).

In order to achieve normality, all variables were log-transformed prior to statistical analyses. Linear regression functions were adjusted using two methods, Reduced Major Axis (RMA) and Ordinary Least Squares (OLS). Regressions adjusted by OLS assume that the independent variable (*X*) is measured without error. However, it should be noted that body masses are estimated for extinct hominins. Size effects were removed adjusting OLS separate regressions functions of PCTA, BrM, and DQ on BM. Then, the residuals of the dependent variables (PCTA~BMres~, BrM~BMres~, and DQ~BMres~) were used for obtaining "size-free" adjustments. DQ effects on BrM and PCTA and BrM effects on PCTA and DQ were avoided following a similar procedure.

Given that the species analyzed are part of a hierarchically structured phylogeny, data collected from them do not necessarily satisfy the condition of statistical independence, thus hindering traditional (i.e., ahistorical) statistical analyses \[[@B58], [@B59]\]. This may translate in spuriously narrow confidence limits for the statistics used (i.e., increased type I error) and inaccurate estimates of the parameters of interest \[[@B59]\]. Both problems, however, can be largely circumvented by including phylogenetic information into the statistical analyses, which allows obtaining phylogenetically independent data. For this reason, the original variables were transformed into their corresponding contrasts according to Phylogenetic Generalized Least Squares (PGLS) using COMPARE 4.6b \[[@B60]\], following the procedure described by Martins and Hansen \[[@B61]\]. In brief, a simple exponential model of constrained phenotypic evolution is applied, with an estimated alpha parameter (*α*) used to indicate the strength of the evolutionary constraint. When both within-species variation and evolutionary constraint are close to zero, PGLS results will be identical to those produced using Felsenstein\'s independent contrasts method (FIC). For details on the procedure used, see SI.

Composite trees, including branch length estimates, were developed for reconstructing the phylogenetic relationships among the primate species studied, following the consensus tree from 10KTrees Project (Primates) (Figure S1) \[[@B62]\].

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

The present study does not focus separately on either molarization or encephalization nor on the relationships of dietary quality with body mass and with brain mass. However, we were forced to control for body mass and therefore to study how brain mass, cheek-tooth area, and dietary quality change with body size.

First, it is worth noting that the results obtained do not differ according to the regression method used (i.e., RMA or OLS) (Tables S3 and S4), except for all primates and catarrhines in the regression of logPCTA-logBrM (Table S4). In the case of primates, isometry may be discarded when OLS is used, but not for RMA. In the case of catarrhines, isometry is rejected with RMA and not with OLS. Thus, in general terms we can affirm that the results obtained are not sensitive to the method of adjustment used. For this reason, only the regressions adjusted by OLS are described in this section (see SI for complete regression statistics).

Secondly, although Gould \[[@B63], [@B64]\] predicted that the slopes obtained for major taxonomic groupings would be greater than the ones adjusted for lower rank taxa, the results of this study do not support such a trend for postcanine tooth size and brain mass (Table S4): the slopes for the most inclusive taxonomic grouping (i.e., nonhuman primates) take values of 0.68 (RMA) and 0.56 (OLS), while in all taxonomic groupings of lower rank the values are close to one.

In the case of the regressions of brain mass on body mass, the slopes obtained for the different groupings and taxonomic levels considered are all significantly lower than one, with the only exception of the categories extinct hominins and *Homo*, which take values close to 1.5. Several taxonomic subsets (all primates, prosimians, cercopithecoids, extinct hominins and *Homo*) show slopes that are statistically different from 0.75 ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; Table S3, upper part), the value expected from interspecific scaling of metabolic requirements on body mass in both mammals \[[@B65]--[@B68]\] and primates \[[@B69], [@B70]\]. In addition, when the relationship between brain size and body mass is analyzed in a "taxon-free" approach (i.e., discarding the effects of phylogeny), a slope close to 0.75 and a high correlation value are maintained (Table S6).

The relationship between postcanine tooth area and body mass provides quite diverse results in the primate groups analyzed ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}; Table S3, lower part). Some taxonomic groupings (e.g., all primates, anthropoids, platyrrhines, and catarrhines) are in agreement with the expectations from isometry (i.e., the obtaining of a slope close to 2/3) and disagree with the expectations from metabolic scaling (i.e., an exponent of 0.5). In contrast, there are groups (e.g., cercopithecoids and hominoids) in which the slopes obtained are consistent with those expected from both metabolic scaling and isometry, while in all primates the result is the opposite of the one predicted. In some cases, these results are coherent with those reported previously, but in others they are in clear disagreement \[[@B5], [@B35]--[@B38], [@B55], [@B71]--[@B81]\]. The ambiguity of these results probably indicates that the slopes obtained vary as a function of the variables and samples used here and in previous studies (see \[[@B55]\] for a comprehensive compilation). When phylogeny is controlled, the relationship between body mass and postcanine occlusal area disappears (Table S6).

Table S4 (upper part) and [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} summarize the results of the regressions of postcanine tooth area on brain mass. With the only exception of prosimians and *Homo*, the slopes for all other groupings are statistically different from zero. However, when *H. floresiensis* is removed, the slope adjusted for *Homo* is statistically different from zero. The null hypothesis of isometry cannot be ruled out for nonhuman primates, platyrrhines, catarrhines, and hominoids, but isometry is rejected for primates, which show negative allometry, and for anthropoids and cercopithecoids, which all scale with positive allometry. In contrast, the adjustments for extinct hominins and for *Homo* without *H. floresiensis* show negative slopes that follow the expectations from inverse proportionality (i.e., a slope close to −1). Thus, although there is a significant relationship between brain mass and postcanine tooth area, it depends on the taxonomic groups analyzed, as in the case of body mass. As a consequence, the inverse relationship between brain volume and tooth size found in the genus *Homo* cannot be extrapolated to all living primates. However, when differences in body mass are discarded ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; Table S4, middle part), the only taxonomic groupings with slopes that are statistically different from zero are prosimians, which show a positive slope, and anthropoids, platyrrhines, extinct hominins, and *Homo,* which all take negative slopes. However, it is worth noting that when australopiths are analyzed separately from other extinct hominins, they do not show an inverse relationship. This means that the negative slope found for all extinct hominins results from the inclusion of *Homo*. If the effects of dietary quality are avoided using the residuals of the equation obtained by OLS for nonhuman primates, the most inclusive grouping, all other taxonomic groupings show correlations that are statistically different from zero ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}; Table S4, lower part). Except for nonhuman primates, which show negative allometry, all other groupings take values that do not allow discarding isometry. As concerns the metabolic exponent (0.5), it may not be rejected for nonhuman primates, prosimians, platyrrhines, and hominoids. If the effects of phylogeny are controlled (Table S6), the whole set of primate species analyzed shows a statistically significant isometric relationship between the two variables cited above. However, when the effects of body mass and phylogeny are both discarded, the relationship between these variables vanishes (Table S6).

The distribution of hominin taxa on the morphospace defined by the logarithms of brain mass and postcanine tooth area ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) shows that the gracile and robust australopiths plot on the region between the regression line for anthropoids and its upper 95% confidence limit. This indicates that australopiths had larger cheek teeth than expected for an anthropoid of similar brain size. In contrast, Early Pleistocene *Homo* and *H. floresiensis* scatter on the region between the regression line and its lower 95% confidence limit, which shows the opposite condition. Finally, all Middle and Upper Pleistocene *Homo*, except *H. floresiensis*, lie in the region situated below the lower confidence limit, which is a reflection of the inverse trends for encephalization and molarization in the evolution of *Homo*. A similar morphometric pattern is maintained when the effects of body size are removed ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

A number of regressions were adjusted for evaluating the statistical relationships between postcanine tooth area and dietary quality (Table S5). Negative slopes were obtained in some taxonomic groupings such as nonhuman primates, anthropoids, and platyrrhines ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}; Table S5, upper part). However, when the regressions were size-adjusted, statistically significant slopes were obtained only for prosimians, positive slope, and platyrrhines as the only group showing a negative slope ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}; Table S5, middle part). Again, this indicates that there is no general rule for the different subsets of extant primates. In any case, the result most commonly obtained is the absence of statistical significance when size effects are detracted. In addition, regression analyses were performed for evaluating the relationship between postcanine dentition and dietary quality when brain size effects are removed ([Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}; Table S5, lower part). Results were similar to those obtained when body size effects were removed, as the only two groups that provide statistically significant slopes were prosimians and platyrrhines, as well as anthropoids. Finally, the statistical significance of the negative relationship between postcanine tooth area and dietary quality found in nonhuman primates holds after phylogenetic correction but is lost when phylogeny and size effects are both removed and also when the effects of phylogeny and brain size are discarded (Table S6).

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

The relationship between postcanine tooth size, metabolic requirements, and dietary preferences is an old topic that periodically experiences a renewed interest in both primatology \[[@B35]--[@B39], [@B55]\] and paleoanthropology \[[@B29]--[@B33], [@B40]--[@B42], [@B82]\]. Specifically, there is a persistent debate on whether the dimensions of postcanine teeth scale isometrically with the size of the animals or evidence their metabolic requirements, which have been assumed to scale to the 0.75 power of body mass (Kleiber\'s law). However, it is worth noting that a number of recent studies have pointed out that no pure power law describes the scaling of energetic demands on body mass and, consequently, that it is not possible to predict a theoretical value for metabolic scaling \[[@B54], [@B70], [@B83]--[@B87]\]. This is not a major problem in the case of primates, because a power law with an exponent of 3/4 can be considered as a reasonable proxy even when phylogenetic effects are removed (\[[@B69], [@B70]\], this analysis).

One common feature of previous studies is that they rely on indirect inferences, basically those derived from the "equal exponent" hypothesis for the scaling of tooth size and body mass. For example, several researchers have proposed that cheek-tooth area reflects the energetic demands of primates, because the values obtained for the slope of the bilogarithmic regression between tooth size and body mass are positive \[[@B5], [@B38], [@B71], [@B73], [@B75], [@B78]--[@B81]\]. However, as McNab and Eisenberg pointed out, the mere equivalence of exponents is by itself inadequate for inferring a functional link \[[@B88]\] and can lead to erroneous conclusions. In other words, if two dependent variables show similar slopes when they are regressed on the same independent variable, this does not necessarily imply a direct functional link between both variables. In addition, to consider that the finding of a slope of \~0.75 between postcanine tooth area (a two-dimensional variable) and body mass (a three-dimensional one) reflects positive allometry is based on an erroneous assumption, as it does not consider the difference in the orders of magnitude of both variables. This should only apply if 0.67 (i.e., the isometric exponent) is multiplied by 0.75, as this would result in a value of 0.5. For this reason, the direct relationship between postcanine tooth area and basal metabolic rate was tested recently \[[@B89]\], showing a strong correlation between both variables with independence of body size and phylogeny.

The metabolic interpretation of postcanine tooth area is based on functional grounds, as cheek teeth are used for chewing food before swallowing. For this reason, it has long been proposed that those species adapted to a poor diet (i.e., one containing a high amount of fibrous foods and/or leaves, which are difficult to digest) will show cheek teeth with a well-developed occlusal surface \[[@B90]\]. In addition, in the case of extinct hominins technology played a relevant role in the reduction of the postcanine teeth, as the marked decrease in molar size shown by *H. erectus* was probably related to advances in extraoral food processing \[[@B30], [@B46]\].

The results obtained in this study do not clarify if there is an isometric or metabolic scaling for postcanine tooth area on body mass, because no common, unambiguous pattern was obtained for all primate species. This agrees with the absence of a universal pattern of scaling for tooth size on body mass in mammals \[[@B44]\]. However, it is obvious that there are differences between the living primates and the extinct hominins, because tooth size is related to body mass with negative allometry in the former and does not show any relationship in the latter. Although this is probably due to the huge range of error associated with the mass estimates of extinct hominins, such findings suggest that the special features of the genus *Homo* preclude the use of other primate taxa for drawing analogies in order to infer functional or developmental constraints.

The lack of parallelism between *Homo* and other primates is more obvious in the relationship between brain mass and postcanine tooth area. Unlike most primate groups analyzed, and specifically the closest taxa (i.e., catarrhines, cercopithecoids, and hominoids), an inverse relationship between brain mass and tooth size holds after correction for body mass differences in the species of the genus *Homo* when *H. floresiensis* is removed from the data set. This allows rejecting the hypothesis that molarization and encephalization correlate indirectly in *Homo* via their correlation with body mass. In fact, an inverse relationship between brain mass and postcanine tooth area with independence of body mass is only found in platyrrhines among the living primates. In addition, the fact that brain volume and postcanine tooth area correlate positively in nonhuman primates after removing dietary effects implies that differences in dietary quality among the living primates cannot be used as a model for explaining changes in encephalization and molarization during the evolution of the genus *Homo.* For this reason, the "expensive-tissue hypothesis," which assumes that the metabolic requirements of the enlarged human brain were offset by a corresponding reduction of the gut and resulted in a dietary shift to high-quality, easy-to-digest foodstuffs such as meat \[[@B1]\], would be only applicable to the genus *Homo.* In fact, a recent study of one hundred mammalian species (including 23 primates) has shown that brain size is not negatively correlated with the mass of the digestive tract, which refutes the expensive-tissue hypothesis for mammals \[[@B91]\].

In this way, the size of the postcanine dentition is related to dietary quality with independence of brain size in the case of prosimians and platyrrhines. This is also the case for anthropoids, although the correlation is not significant for catarrhines. For this reason, we can conclude that the relationship detected in anthropoids emerges because they include platyrrhines. In any case, such relationship is biased by phylogeny. For this reason, from the results obtained in this study we can affirm that the relationship between tooth size and dietary quality is, at least partially, dependent on brain size in nonhuman primates.

Therefore, if dietary quality, including cooking and nonthermal, extraoral food processing \[[@B46]\], is the functional link that explains the opposite trends for molarization and encephalization shown by the members of *Homo*, it would be necessary to find a mechanism that operates in this genus and not in other primates and mammals. In this context, two hypotheses must be taken into account.

The first considers the relative development of the temporal muscles as such causal link. In fact, given that the dimensions of the chewing teeth and of the masticatory muscles scale isometrically in hominins \[[@B92]\], a change in the size of the chewing muscles might imply a change of the same magnitude in the postcanine dentition, which would mean that both traits are functionally integrated. Stedman et al. \[[@B93]\] have proposed that MYH16 gene inactivation was the factor that resulted in an increase of encephalization in *Homo* by eliminating the constraints posed by a well-developed temporal musculature on braincase development. In other words, if there were morphogenetic limitations that determine an inverse relationship between tooth size and neurocranium volume, and if such constraints were subsequently removed, this might mean that a new, previously nonexistent combination of traits (i.e., tooth reduction and brain expansion) could arise, which would be favored later by natural selection. In fact, it is not unreasonable to conceive a certain feedback between encephalization and molarization in *Homo*, because an enlarged brain would open the possibility of tool use for extraoral processing of foodstuffs. This would make the presence of well-developed chewing teeth less necessary, which would allow saving the metabolic energy required for synthesizing them. An essential element of this hypothesis is that the age of the gene inactivation event (\~2.4 Ma) \[[@B94]\] roughly coincides with the first appearance of the genus *Homo* and also with the earliest evidence of tool making in the archaeological record. However, it is worth noting that Perry et al. \[[@B94]\] estimated the age of the deletion at \~5.3 Ma, which would invalidate the inactivation of MYH16 gene as the key factor for the encephalization of *Homo*. In addition, McCollum et al. \[[@B95]\] have argued that, according to current knowledge of neurocranial growth and development, it is unlikely that MYH16 gene mutation would have led to dramatic changes in the masticatory mechanics of early hominins and thus in the craniofacial evolution of *Homo*.

The second hypothesis arises from a recent discovery. Inhibition of SRGAP2 gene function by its human-specific paralogs (SRGAP2C) has contributed to the evolution of the human neocortex and plays an important role during human brain development \[[@B96]\]. Such transcendental change occurred at the same time than inhibition of MYH16 gene. Therefore, from a genetic point of view it could be considered that the synchronization of brain enlargement and postcanine tooth size reduction was not merely coincidental.

The results of our study show that although there is a significant relationship between postcanine tooth area and dietary quality in some taxonomic groupings, even after phylogenetic correction, in most cases this correlation vanishes when the effects derived from differences in body mass are removed. Prosimians and platyrrhines are the only exception. In the case of prosimians, our results agree with those of Vinyard and Hanna \[[@B81]\], who showed that the species with higher quality diet have more developed postcanine teeth. This means that New World monkeys are the only living nonhuman primates that provide direct empirical evidence for those aspects of the "dietary hypothesis" that are related to postcanine tooth area, as the species of platyrrhines with poorer diet show relatively larger cheek teeth. Obviously, this fact does not imply that Robinson\'s "dietary hypothesis" is not applicable to the extinct hominins, but it means that such interpretive context should not be generalized to all extant and extinct primates. Therefore, a universal relationship between tooth size and dietary quality seems improbable. In addition, recent research on hominin diets has even shown that the large teeth of *P. boisei* were used to process foodstuffs with quite divergent mechanical properties. This has led to the hypothesis that tooth morphology does not reflect the most commonly masticated items but sometimes reflects "fallback" food items, which are rarely consumed but ultimately important for the organism\'s survival \[[@B97]\].

Two issues must be raised for explaining particular aspects of several taxa included in this study. The first is the anomalous position of *H. floresiensis*, which is positioned in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} near the limit of the confidence interval for hominins. This may be explained by two patterns observed in dwarf populations. Specifically, African and Filipino pygmies show teeth larger than expected for their body masses. This is related to low levels of insulin-like growth factor I (IGF-I), which affects body size (including brain size) and not tooth size \[[@B56]\]. The other pattern is evidenced by *Myotragus balearicus*, an insular bovid with a reduced brain that may be explained by absence of predators and food limitations \[[@B57]\]. The second issue concerns the Early Pleistocene remains from Dmanisi (Georgia). This human population, the oldest one that was found out of Africa (1.85 My) \[[@B98]\], has been described as an example of mosaic evolution, because it shows a derived postcranial skeleton \[[@B99]\], teeth that resemble those of contemporary African populations but showing also features found in younger taxa \[[@B100]\], relatively small body size, and a proportion between the two main cranial modules (i.e., splanchnocranium and neurocranium) that resembles the one found in early *Homo* \[[@B53]\]. Our results confirm such inferences, because this Georgian population has a relationship between tooth size and endocranium volume, which is similar to the one of *H. habilis s.s.*, and takes an intermediate value between *H. habilis* and *H. ergaster* when body size effects are removed. For this reason, if a change in dietary habits (and, more specifically, an increase in dietary quality resulting from an increase in meat and fat consumption) was related to the first human dispersal out of Africa, such change took place soon after the emergence of the genus *Homo*.

Whatever it takes, a number of aspects not considered in this study could be also influencing the relationship between tooth size and dietary quality, including the morphology of the dental cusps, the mechanical properties of food (external and internal), or the amount of food that is processed simultaneously into the mouth \[[@B83]\]. These features will be the object of future studies.
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![Bivariate plot of the residuals of postcanine tooth area (PCTA) on body mass (BM) over the residuals of brain mass (BrM) on BM. The regression line and its 95% confidence interval (grey shadow) were adjusted with data for fossil hominins. For species abbreviations, see legend of Figures [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}.](BMRI2014-406507.004){#fig4}

![Bivariate plot of the residuals of postcanine tooth area (PCTA) on dietary quality (DQ) over the residuals of brain mass (BrM) on DQ. The regression line and its 95% confidence interval (grey shadow) were adjusted with data for nonhuman primates.](BMRI2014-406507.005){#fig5}

![Bivariate plot of dietary quality (DQ) on postcanine tooth area (PCTA). The regression line and its 95% confidence interval (grey shadow) were adjusted with data for nonhuman primates.](BMRI2014-406507.006){#fig6}

![Bivariate plot of the residuals of dietary quality (DQ) on body mass (BM) over the residuals of postcanine tooth occlusal area (PCTA) on BM. The regression line and its 95% confidence interval (grey shadow) were adjusted with data for platyrrhines.](BMRI2014-406507.007){#fig7}

![Bivariate plot of the residuals of dietary quality (DQ) on brain mass (BrM) over the residuals of postcanine tooth occlusal area (PCTA) on BrM. The regression line and its 95% confidence interval (grey shadow) were adjusted with data for platyrrhines.](BMRI2014-406507.008){#fig8}
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